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A PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON COMPENSATION FOR HARM: EXAMINING THE SEPTEMBER 11TH VICTIM COMPENSATION FUND

Tom R. Tyler and Hulda Thorisdottir*

INTRODUCTION

The September 11th Victim Compensation Fund of 2001 (the Fund)\(^1\) established after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 poses a challenge to authorities due to the highly unusual circumstances for which the Fund was created. The goal of this Article is to argue that this challenge neither should nor can be met by directly applying conventional legal standards developed for tort cases, but rather that these legal approaches need to be supplemented by taking into account what is known about the psychology of harm and justice.

We will argue that the Fund has three important characteristics. First, the authorities who established the Fund are not those who caused the harm for which the Fund is providing compensation, and thus, the true perpetrators are not taking blame for the attacks. Second, the Fund involves considerably higher levels of compensation than has been seen in similar cases such as in the Oklahoma City Bombing, but fails to give clear standards for how that compensation should be awarded. Third, the amounts of compensation were decided upon without procedures such as trials, hearings, or fact-finding commissions.

II. DISCONTENT WITH THE FUND AS SEEN THROUGH THE MEDIA

By establishing the Fund only ten days after the terrorist attacks, Congress made a quick response to a major public event and, by many measures, a generous one. Despite this, it is subsequently becoming increasingly clear that relatives of deceased victims have a number of grievances regarding the Fund, and that the Fund has led to wide-
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spread discontent, and even defiance and litigation, by those it was designed to aid. 2 This discontent was predicted by some and has been subject to media coverage in the nation’s leading journals and newspapers that in many ways has supported the relatives’ views.3

The first version of the rules for the Fund was criticized by politicians and families for being stingy, but that criticism was addressed in the second version of the rules.4 It was evident, however, by June 2002, that the rate of applications to the Fund was slow.5 Out of the 3,000 families eligible at that time, fewer than ten had filed a complete application, and around 500 had filed a partial application missing crucial information, such as information about salary from employers.6 The slow pace of applications created suspicions that people might actually plan not to apply to the Fund and would file a lawsuit instead. Indeed, by September 2002, more families had signed up for lawsuits than for government relief.7

Various explanations have been given for the slow pace of applications. Some families said that they were “not emotionally ready to translate personal devastations into actuarial calculations.”8 Others complained that they found the thirty page application and the whole procedure too complicated to figure out.9 A lawyer who represents fifty families said that people did not believe the process would be fair.10 People also said they felt the Fund was a “shut up fund”11 and that the government wanted to get this over with as fast as possible, in order to sweep this ugly case under the rug.12 One woman who filed a lawsuit against the airlines said that she found the concept of the Fund offensive.13

The underlying grievances that started to grow by the time the first version of the rules was announced in December 2001, and could be seen developing in news stories, surfaced in three ways from Fall 2002

4. Ripley, supra note 3, at 23-27; see also September 11th Victim Compensation Fund of 2001, supra note 1, for the second set of rules.
5. Chen, supra note 2.
6. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
to January 2003. First, a widower launched a website\textsuperscript{14} devoted to discussion about the alleged unfairness of the Fund and, in particular, to the argument that its Special Master has treated the relatives and victims with a lack of respect.\textsuperscript{15} The author of the website claims that the Special Master has too much authority because he both makes the rules and judges by them.\textsuperscript{16} He is also accused of not working according to the intentions of Congress when the Fund was established.\textsuperscript{17} Second, the company Cantor Fitzgerald issued a detailed report harshly critiquing the Fund.\textsuperscript{18} Finally, seven families of victims who worked for Cantor Fitzgerald sued the Special Master of the Fund based on the report’s findings.\textsuperscript{19}

Despite these problems, Kenneth Feinberg, the Special Master for the Fund, said that the deadline in December 2003 was still far away and that he was confident that in the end ninety percent of families would file a claim.\textsuperscript{20} Whatever ultimately happens, however, it seems clear that the public level of resistance to the Fund has been higher than was originally anticipated.

In this Article, we will argue that the aforementioned discontent with the Fund stems, to a large extent, from the fact that authorities failed to consider the psychology of justice and compensation for harm when establishing the Fund and creating its rules. We will discuss how some of the discontent could have been prevented and how some was probably inevitable due to the nature of the circumstances.

In Part III, we will discuss how people react to harm and, in particular, to harm that stems from immoral acts. We will argue that when people have been victims of \textit{immoral harm} they do not seek material compensation, but instead look for an apology and for ways to restore a moral balance. We will discuss how this poses a nearly insolvable problem for authorities, in the case of the terrorist attacks, because the true perpetrators are unreachable and no authority in the United States is willing to take blame for the attacks.

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{20} Chen, \textit{supra} note 2.
Part IV discusses the problems posed by the fact that the Fund is unprecedented in the arena of compensation for harm. We will argue that because authorities probably failed to consider, and certainly failed to explain to people, their rationale for how the rules were structured, the Fund and its enabling legislation fails to create feelings of *distributive justice* amongst the recipients of the Fund.

In Part V, we will argue that the Fund violates people’s perceptions of *procedural fairness* because the rules creating the Fund and the amount of compensation given in individual decisions during implementation were determined without the use of mechanisms, such as administrative hearings or other “procedurally fair” forums, for determining how the Fund should operate and how individual cases should be resolved. This violation of procedural fairness has fueled a lack of trust and confidence in the Fund and the Special Master.

In addressing each of these three questions, we will apply the results of psychological research to an important legal issue. However, we want to note that psychologists work to develop general models, while legal scholars seek to address specific legal questions. Hence, to some extent, our analysis must inevitably miss some of the nuances and contextual complexities unique to this Fund and the tragedy it was created to address. Nonetheless, we feel that there are important insights that can be gained from taking such a psychological perspective.

### III. Moral Accountability for Harm

#### A. Dealing with Issues of Moral Accountability is Important

The following are our main points about moral accountability:

1. Money can compensate some harms. Other harms require compensation through the allocation of moral responsibility to actors for their actions. The September 11th attack was a type of harm that people respond to by looking for moral accountability. As a result, people were seeking to determine moral responsibility for the event;

2. The Fund treats the terrorist attacks as the law would treat an “accident” in that it focuses on providing compensation for harm as do civil compensation models. Victims are more likely to view the attack as an act of moral turpitude and a symbolic assault on America and, therefore, seek accountability for the occurrence of the event;

---

(3) The actions of the government in establishing the Fund communicated ambiguous information about whether the government itself was a suitable target for moral blame. On the one hand, the government did not engage in the type of "fact finding hearings" that are typically held after major disasters to identify those responsible for the events, providing a target for the public’s need to hold someone accountable. This prevented labeling some particular government official(s) as careless or negligent, but fueled vague feelings that the Fund was a “cover up” to compensate victims in exchange for not publicly identifying the government authorities whose failures led to the event. At the same time, the government itself implied that it was responsible in some way for failing to prevent the tragedy from occurring by compensating the victims because compensation typically flows from feelings of responsibility for harm. Whatever the actual motives for compensation, we normally think that people are more likely to feel responsible to provide compensation when they acknowledge some responsibility for the event. By stepping in and offering compensation, the government invited some seeking accountability for the events of September 11th to think that the government was acknowledging that it did not exercise enough care in preventing the tragedy. If the government was trying to protect the airlines, the same logic holds. Unless the government felt that the airlines were in some way responsible, why would it feel the need to shield them from scrutiny in a court of law? We normally think that innocence from wrongdoing is a defense in court, so the actions of the government support the inference that someone (possibly the airlines) was negligent.

B. The Legal View of What People Want in Response to Harm

Legislators, as well as legal scholars, tend to assume that what people want when they have been harmed is a fast solution that provides them with a high level of material rewards—monetary compensation—or, at the very least, a “fair” monetary settlement. This assumption is evident in how the Fund is structured.

It is true that when an individual or an organization causes harm to others, we usually feel that the harm doer, or society, or both, should

23. Meyerson, supra note 3, at 15.
24. Id.
take some action to make things right. While responses to harm doing can take many forms, one of the most common types of response is for the harm doer, or some other agent, to compensate the victim for any damage, potentially including loss of income and pain and suffering.\textsuperscript{28} Compensation occurs when someone provides material resources, such as money, in response to harm to others.\textsuperscript{29} People can often make harms completely or partially "right" by some such forms of material compensation.

However, psychological research has shown that people often think beyond issues of the simple existence of, or amount of, compensation to whether or not "justice is being done."\textsuperscript{30} In other words, the psychological perspective argues that issues of justice and ethics are often the key to public feelings about responses to harm. Justice may or may not be "done" when people are compensated, depending upon the circumstances. Drawing from psychological research on justice, we argue that the Fund, established following the events of September 11th, is lacking when evaluated against moral criterion,\textsuperscript{31} and this feature of the plan helps us to understand why it has not been more enthusiastically received by its intended beneficiaries.

What we argue, in other words, is that this narrow legal view of "what people want" captures only some, and perhaps not the most important, elements of people's reactions to harms. We suggest that there are many other factors that matter to people, at least as much as, or even more than, monetary awards and quick solutions, and especially when the harm done is of the nature of the September 11th attack.

\textbf{C. Compensation for Harms}

In some circumstances, harms are easily seen as being the consequence of unintended "accidents."\textsuperscript{32} In such cases, compensation seems like a natural response to the victims of harm, and people who have been compensated generally feel satisfied with this response to their loss. With the many everyday accidents that occur in work settings, there are procedures for compensation that are based on the extent and nature of the harm—people are compensated for what they have lost in terms of lost income, medical expenses, and the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{28} \textsc{Elaine Walster} et al., \textit{Equity: Theory and Research} 21-83 (1978).
\item \textsuperscript{29} Tyler, \textit{supra} note 27, at 199-205.
\item \textsuperscript{30} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{31} \textsc{Tyler} \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 25.
\item \textsuperscript{32} \textsc{Hensler} \textit{et al.}, \textit{supra} note 22; see also \textsc{Donald Harris} \textit{et al.}, \textit{Compensation and Support for Illness and Injury} (1984).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
like. In other instances, however, material compensation is not considered an appropriate response.

People are less likely to find compensation acceptable in situations when the harm involves issues of moral wrong—culpability on the part of wrongdoers. In such a situation, the primary focus of victims, their families, and society more generally, is on bringing to account "responsible people." In such settings, people are primarily interested in receiving an apology and restoring social order and respect, not in receiving monetary rewards. This is not to suggest that compensation is unimportant. Rather, it fails to address the key issue on people’s minds—moral accountability.

Studies make clear that when someone has broken the rules of society and caused harm to another person, people want justice restored by dealing with the moral failure of the rule breaker in some way. Most of the time simply compensating the victims is not considered enough. For example, a bank robber cannot simply return the money from a robbery and go free; society demands some type of additional response. This response deals with the moral dimensions of the original crime.

This interplay of moral and nonmoral motivations can also be found in people’s desire to punish criminal wrongdoers. One reason why people might want to punish those who commit crimes is to deter future criminal conduct, both from the particular person involved as well as from others. This would reflect a harm-based reaction to the problem—a desire to minimize future negative consequences. From a deterrence perspective, we should punish people in the way that best deters their future criminal conduct and serves as a message that deters the criminal conduct of others.

A second reason to punish wrongdoing is moral; the belief that criminal actions create a moral imbalance that must be resolved.

33. Hensler et al., supra note 22.
34. Tyler et al., supra note 25.
37. Tyler et al., supra note 25.
38. Id.
39. Boeckmann, supra note 35.
40. Kevin M. Carlsmith et al., Why Do We Punish?: Deterrence and Just Deserts as Motives for Punishment, 83 J. Personality & Soc. Psychol. 284 (2002).
41. Id.
Experimental studies varying the characteristics of crimes indicate the
great importance people attach to the second reason.42 The studies
show that the primary motivation guiding reactions to wrongdoing is
the motivation to restore a moral balance, not issues of deterrence.43
So, for example, people punish someone who has done wrong even
when there is no likelihood that the wrongdoer can or will repeat that
action in the future.

We, thus, punish people, not primarily to deter them from future
crime, but to restore a moral balance among the harm doer, the vic-
tim, and society. Of course, in the case of the September 11th attack,
the immediate perpetrators were dead, but we believe that the desire
to restore a moral balance remained, motivating people to search
more broadly for terrorist leaders and others who could be the focus
of an effort to seek accountability. Compensation for harm, in other
words, was unlikely to meet the psychological need to restore a moral
balance in this case. There were no harm doers to be punished, to
apologize, or to otherwise acknowledge the wrongness of their ac-
tions, but nonetheless compensation was, at best, a poor substitute for
the moral accountability that people were actually motivated to seek.

This inability to achieve a moral accounting leads to the inevitable
fact that even though victims are almost certainly not going to get
those responsible for the terrorist attacks to acknowledge wrongdoing
and apologize—not in court or anywhere else—compensation will not
feel as if it is a satisfying alternative. This inadequacy of compensa-
tion causes frustration, and people start to look elsewhere for a re-
sponsible party who can apologize, or at least be held accountable.
Some people blame the airlines and others the Central Intelligence
Agency or the Federal Bureau of Investigation for not being able to
foresee the events that unfolded.44 Whether actually responsible or
not, these groups have the psychological virtue of being available to
be confronted about the tragedy so accountability can be demanded
and pursued.

We suggest that one reason some people are reluctant to sign up for
the Fund, and are considering whether to sue either the airlines or the
Saudi-Arabian government, is that they are still hoping to get their
apology or acknowledgement of fault and responsibility from some
group or organization. This is much more important than a hope of
getting money by going to a trial. Hence, by buying into the Fund, we
argue that people feel they are losing their opportunity to eventually

42. Id.
43. Id.
44. Ripley, supra note 3, at 26.
confront those responsible, however unrealistic this future possibility might actually be.

It might initially seem "far fetched" to hold the United States government responsible for the September 11th tragedy. However, the government can be seen as encouraging this connection by setting up the compensation fund. While it may be that the actual motivation for the Fund was to help the airlines, many people do not connect the Fund to the financial health of the airlines. Instead, we propose that there is a natural suggestion in the creation of the Fund that the government must feel some responsibility for the event because it is compensating victims.

We argue that it is plausible that the government feels responsible because it acknowledges having the responsibility to find and stop such attacks or, alternatively, because the government feels that World Trade Center was an attack against society as a whole—a symbolic response to government policies—and, hence, the government is in some broader sense responsible for provoking this response. In either case, the suggestion that the government is responsible leads to public views that accountability is important.

People are more willing to believe that poor management, or even negligence, has occurred when they lack trust in the character, motives, or intentions of the authorities with whom they are dealing. Corporations, for example, suffer from low public confidence in their leaders, resulting in a greater willingness to mistrust their actions because they are viewed as indifferent or uncaring. Evidence from public opinion polls points to a decline in trust in government, leaving government authorities more open to similar types of "sinister" attributions.

**D. Moral Harm to the Community**

While we would generally argue that people do not accept compensation as a complete response to intentional harm done by others, there is a particular aspect of the attacks that works against the acceptance of compensation: The attacks were a symbolic attack against American society, in addition to an attack on individuals.

45. Studies suggest that it is an event of just this type that is most likely to be viewed as calling for a collective response. See Boeckmann, supra note 35.


47. Id.
According to a framework of wrongdoing developed by Robert J. Boeckmann, which is shown in Figure 1, compensation is least likely to be viewed as a suitable response to symbolic attacks on society (i.e., attacks like the September 11th attack). Such symbolic attacks require "a moral" response. In fact, people both: (1) react most strongly to a collective, symbolic, attack; and (2) are least likely to see restitution as a suitable response.

Who is the victim?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who is lost?</th>
<th>Society</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An individual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material resources,</td>
<td>Embezzling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic resources</td>
<td>Defiling national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>symbols;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>violating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>collective values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The nature of rule-breaking offenses (Boeckmann, 1996)

The attacks on September 11th caused all kinds of harm in addition to being highly immoral. They hurt both individuals and society as a whole. It was an attack on American values as well as an event that caused a great deal of material and human loss. As a result, there is not one single way to restore justice. Although money might compensate for the loss of steady income, buildings, and businesses, people feel that material compensation is not enough to restore justice and resolve the moral issues involved. But it does not make up for the losses of loved ones or the insult to American society and its values, which the attacks unquestionably were intended to target. It is the attack on American society, in particular, that calls for some type of moral accounting.

48. Boeckmann, supra note 35.
49. Id.
50. Interestingly, it is also the symbolic aspect of the attack that lends plausibility to the idea that the government is responsible. There were earlier bombings and other types of attacks on American soldiers and embassies. The government knew, in other words, about the threat to America and could "in theory" be viewed as negligent for failing to do something to respond to this threat. Such a view is certainly more realistic than thinking that the terrorists had something against the particular people or companies in the World Trade Center. The World Trade Center and its twin towers were important as symbols of American commercial power, rather than due to any particular people or companies that were within it.
The immediate perpetrators of the attacks died in the attacks.\textsuperscript{51} However, the need for moral accountability remains. This need is expressed in the desire to search for those who funded, trained, or guided the attack. And the government responded to this need by making efforts to find and punish members of the groups behind the attack.\textsuperscript{52} It is hard to fault the government, which has gone to Afghanistan and Iraq to root out terrorists, for lack of effort to find those accountable, even though they remain elusive and have not been brought to account.\textsuperscript{53}

How does blaming the government fit into this framework? The core psychological argument is that people feel the need to find accountable parties, and that this need is stronger when events are more serious in their consequences.\textsuperscript{54} People find it troubling to believe that accidents with widespread and devastating consequences can occur without the negligence of someone. If people believe that some party is responsible, they can then believe that the event could have been controlled. Further, this need to hold someone accountable is not linked only to events that people cause. It can involve judging people negligent or responsible for failing to exercise due care to prevent accidents or other unintended events. As human beings, we feel uncomfortable believing that mass harms can occur by chance, and that we are, therefore, powerless to defend against them. So, we seek a way to view their occurrence, or at least the damage they cause, as due to the failure of some person (or persons) to exercise due care. If we believe this, we can feel that such events can be prevented in the future. However, it is easier to have such a feeling if we are able to point to a person or organization that "failed," making it clear how to correct the errors that made the problem possible.

When disasters occur—whether the \textit{Challenger} explosion, the sinking of the \textit{Titanic} or the \textit{Indianapolis}, the attacks on Pearl Harbor, or the September 11th attack—there is often an examination of why the event occurred that can, at the extreme, even become an exercise in scapegoating—holding a single person or persons responsible for

\textsuperscript{51} Meyerson, \textit{supra} note 3, at 15.
\textsuperscript{52} \textsc{Thomas L. Friedman}, \textit{Longitudes and Latitudes: Exploring the World after September 11} (2002).
\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{54} Elaine Walster, \textit{Assignment of Responsibility for an Accident}, 3 \textit{J. Personality \& Soc. Psychol.} 73 (1966).
events that were beyond their control or foreseeability.\textsuperscript{55} The commander in charge during a military failure, or the head of an agency unprepared for an emergency becomes the focus of the public's need to identify and blame a responsible person. In this same way, we propose that our anger after the September 11th tragedy has focused on one person—Osama Bin Laden—whom we have been unable to bring to account. Hence, people expand their range of potentially responsible people to include government officials and the airlines. Showing that any of these people or agencies could have prevented the event provides the psychologically comforting feeling that such events are not out of our control.

In situations in which there is evidence of negligence or irresponsible conduct, people react in moral terms to harm that results from reckless conduct, or the failure to exercise due care, even when they acknowledge that those in positions of responsibility did not intend to cause harm.\textsuperscript{56} In other words, when harm results from errors within organizations, or the lack of "adequate" safeguards, people are morally angered even though there is no evidence of intentional wrongdoing. For example, no one suggests that the engineers at NASA intended for the \textit{Challenger} shuttle to explode,\textsuperscript{57} but the general feeling is that the engineers exercised too little caution and showed too little concern for the safety of those who died. Similarly, when the oil tanker, the \textit{Exxon Valdez}, ran aground in Alaska, people did not feel that Exxon intended to cause environmental harm by putting a captain with a history of alcoholism in charge of the ship. However, it was felt that too little care was exercised in preventing such a mistake from occurring.

In the case of the September 11th attacks, we suggest that the public felt a need to establish whether the agencies of the government exercised "due care." We argue that this need could best be addressed by an effort to explore the causes of the event—by hearings or by some form of investigation into what the government knew in advance, and what it did to try to prevent the attack. Ironically, in March 2003, an independent commission created by the President began holding hearings about the causes of the attack.\textsuperscript{58} This is over one and one-half

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} Boeckmann, \textit{supra} note 35.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Diane Vaughan, \textit{The Challenger Launch Decision: Risky Technology, Culture, and Deviance at NASA} (1996).
\item \textsuperscript{58} The Commission was entitled the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States. For information about the Commission and its hearings, see http://www.9-11commission.gov (last visited Nov. 11, 2003).
\end{itemize}
years after the initial event. Hence, the government did not immediately provide people with any official way to identify and evaluate evidence of government responsibility for the event.

Given that people need to have some type of moral accountability, we argue that this failure to provide any forum for moral reckoning created a psychological problem for the American public, and especially for victims' families. Psychologically, people want a moral accounting, and money is not a substitute. By providing compensation allowing a search for the "truth," the government provided a poor substitute for what people wanted and needed. This situation created the conditions under which people could easily feel that a "cover up" was occurring, and that the money in the Fund was "hush money" to buy silence and hide government irresponsibility and wrongdoing. This is, of course, not to say that such beliefs are true—simply that they are more likely to develop under particular conditions—and we suggest that the Fund met many of those conditions.

F. People Reject Putting a Monetary Value on Moral Harm

We began by suggesting that the key to understanding public reactions to harm doing is to understand the moral and social implications of harm. From this perspective, it is easy to see why the public often views offers to materially compensate for harms to collective resources and symbolic targets as failing to deal with the broader moral dimensions of harm. People have difficulty regarding money as an appropriate compensation for harm if that harm seems to have been intended and, hence, reflects moral wrong. Attempting to compensate for a moral wrong provokes anger and moral outrage. In other words, "there is a strong taboo against using market pricing with regard to entities that people regard as intrinsically belonging to the domain of communal sharing,"59 in this case, a common commitment to the group and group rules, values, and institutions.

How do people evaluate the appropriate amount of compensation for a moral harm? Our argument is that people reject such evaluations, seeing such a question as inappropriate. In other words, when you ask to buy my child and I say no, raising the price does not change the situation; instead, it makes me angry. If people view a behavior as morally wrong, they do not consider the costs and benefits associated with that action, but are simply less willing to engage in that behavior.

People do not trade-off moral values against the gains and costs associated with such behavior.

In the case of harm resulting from an act of violence, these findings suggest that people have trouble accepting compensation for immoral actions.\(^\text{60}\) If people regard such harm as developing from bad motives, they are unlikely to see compensation alone as an appropriate response. Similarly, for many workers who develop cancers or other occupational diseases from exposure to chemicals at work, many of whom viewed their companies as negligent in their conduct and indifferent toward employees, compensation is inadequate.\(^\text{61}\) Instead, they want their day in court so that they can confront the company and gain a public acknowledgment of the company's moral wrongdoing.\(^\text{62}\) If the company will not apologize, the company can be brought into court and confronted with evidence of moral wrongdoing and condemned publicly by legal authorities, the victims, and members of the public.\(^\text{63}\)

Because of the suggestions by many that some agencies in the government were negligent, or that the airlines were negligent, or both were negligent, we suggest that the offer of compensation seems especially suspect when coupled with the failure to vigorously try to determine why the events occurred and who might be responsible. Ironically, we argue that the government encouraged this line of thinking when it set up the Fund and, thereby, suggested that someone felt the government or the airlines were in some way responsible for the September 11th events.

**G. Moral Accountability and Compensation**

Our basic argument is that the September 11th tragedy is one that is not well-suited for a compensatory response. People would be much better served psychologically by an effort to fully and completely air issues of potential negligence and culpability. Absent such an effort, compensation has the tone of trying to "buy people off" and "cover up" the true issue—moral accountability.

We certainly do not want to suggest that the American government is either necessarily responsible for the September 11th attack or that it failed to respond adequately to the event after it occurred. Clearly the government has made major efforts to deal with terrorism, includ-

\(^{60}\) Id.  
\(^{61}\) Tyler, supra note 27, at 199-205.  
\(^{62}\) Id.  
\(^{63}\) Id.
ing our military efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq.\textsuperscript{64} However, the government did not respond openly to the desire of the families of victims for a search for responsibility in the aftermath of the event.\textsuperscript{65} We argue that such a search would have helped to mitigate bad feelings in the wake of this tragedy. Further, such a search for answers could have occurred in parallel to the operation of the Fund, which would have minimized suggestions that the Fund was designed to buy the silence of victims or "buy them off."

IV. DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE AND COMPENSATION FOR HARM

Distributive justice is important. When people focus on material compensation, their perspective is likely to be one of distributive justice. People will be as much, if not more, concerned about whether or not they receive a fair amount as they are concerned about how much they receive. The distributive justice focus is desirable because it facilitates the distribution of compensation across victims in ways that will generally be viewed as satisfactory.

Authorities encourage a distributive fairness focus when they articulate a clear message about the fairness norms that are appropriate to the situation. When people have a clear sense of the principles of entitlement that ought to be applied, they are most likely to evaluate their own outcomes in distributive justice terms.

The Fund does not encourage this distributive justice focus. It lacks a clear, moral rationale and, as a result, the appropriate principles of distributive justice are ambiguous. Government needs to establish a clear principle of justice when it creates a program, and it needs to articulate and "sell" that principle to the recipients and the public more generally.

A. Distributive Justice

When compensation is a reasonable response to harm, the question that must be addressed is: How much compensation is appropriate? People need to feel that they received "enough" compensation for the harms that occurred. When people receive compensation, they evaluate that compensation, at least to some degree, through their sense of general standards of entitlement or deservedness. People do not simply ask how much they have personally received, but also consider whether things have come out fairly, such that their outcomes correspond to broader standards about what is appropriate under the cir-

\textsuperscript{64} Friedman, supra note 52.
\textsuperscript{65} Meyerson, supra note 3, at 15.
cumstances. It is this non-self-interest aspect of distributive justice judgments that is important because it provides a way to effectively distribute scarce or contested resources.

The finding that people react to the fairness of the outcomes they receive is widely replicated within the field of distributive justice research. Literature shows that people are: 1) more satisfied when they get what they deserve rather than when they receive "too much" or "more than they deserve;" and 2) will leave a situation in which they receive too much to go to a situation in which they receive lesser, but "fairer," outcomes. This finding is a promising one for those trying to compensate for harm, as well as for those seeking to resolve disputes over the distribution of scarce resources more generally. It suggests that authorities can gain deference for compensation decisions that give people less than they might want, if the resources are allocated in ways that correspond to principles of distributive fairness.

B. Three Distributive Fairness Norms

A difficulty in trying to ensure that the recipients of compensation feel that they have received a fair outcome lies in the availability of multiple principles or standards people can potentially employ to judge their deservedness. Three primary principles of distributive fairness are often articulated: equity, equality, and need. Equity involves the distribution of resources based on merit or productivity; equality provides for equal distribution of resources across people; and need involves giving more to those most in need.

Within the United States, there is a general consensus that equity is the appropriate policy to govern the distribution of rewards within work settings. Employees, therefore, typically accept differences in pay that they think are linked to differences in skills, performance, or market value. In political or community settings, people usually endorse the principle of equality—equal rights under the law, "one person, one vote." Just as people resist the idea of equal pay, irrespective of performance, they resist the idea of basing political rights on ability or competence. For example, arguments that only the "knowledgeable" should be allowed to vote are widely opposed.
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nally, within families there is general agreement that need is the key principle governing allocation, and parents would not typically feel that they should spend equal time with all children or, especially, that the brightest children should receive more attention or resources. Rather, they might think that the child with the most difficulties should receive the most attention. There are differences in the degree to which particular people hold these views, but studies suggest that the three principles outlined generally dominate the areas mentioned, at least within the United States.

The difficulty with the existence of at least three possible standards of distributive fairness is that it invites people to interpret their situation in ways that bring principles more favorable to themselves to bear on the issue of what is fair. So, highly skilled workers can view paying by equity as fair, while the disadvantaged can see it as appropriate to distribute resources via need. Multiple possible appropriate standards invite self-serving views of fairness. Such self-serving thinking is not conscious or intentional, but it does cloud people's assessments of fairness.

One of the important functions of society and of third-party authorities is to make it more difficult for people to engage in self-justifying judgments. Society does so by clearly articulating standards of fairness and, through those standards, (1) labeling the behavior of those who harm others as wrong; and (2) clarifying what will make things right. Mediators and judges put moral force behind the argument that particular standards represent fairness in a particular situation.

Victims would like for the harm that has been done to them to be repaired but need a framework within which to understand what constitutes a fair response to that harm. What is it reasonable to expect a harm doer, or society, to do in response to the harm that has been done? Victims are most likely to accept compensation when there are principles that tell them how to evaluate the fairness of that compensation, so that they can feel that they have balanced the scales of justice in response to a particular harm.

A third party authority can improve the likelihood that the victim will be satisfied with some settlement involving compensation by framing the problem in terms that make clear, both which principles of distributive justice should apply, and what their implications are for
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appropriate compensation.\textsuperscript{77} When authorities clearly state the ethical framework that applies, that clear statement makes it more likely that society and the victim will agree about appropriate compensation.\textsuperscript{78} This leads to a greater willingness to provide this compensation and increases the likelihood that victims will accept it and feel satisfied. People are, in other words, motivated to balance the scales of justice, but it is not always obvious how that can be done. Law and legal authorities articulate the standards that tell people what fairness means in a given situation so that they can feel that justice has been done.

\section*{C. The Problem of Distributive Justice and the Victim Compensation Fund}

The Fund poses a twofold distributive justice problem. First, what are the principles of justice that define who should receive compensation? For example, do the families of victims deserve any compensation at all from the government? Second, what distributive justice principle should be employed to distribute money among those who have been judged to be entitled? Both of these questions are essentially policy questions that have to be answered and clearly explained by authorities. How authorities reach each answer, and whether or not each is explained to recipients of compensation, shapes people’s feelings of fairness and, thus, acceptance of the decisions made.

Regarding the first problem, Peter Schunck, from Yale Law School, has been quoted in the \textit{New York Times}, as saying: “It’s impossible to justify this money in terms of a defined system of justice.”\textsuperscript{79} Because funds have not been provided for this purpose in response to prior terrorist attacks, or in response to prior natural disasters, we argue that it is not clear why justice is viewed as involving compensation of this type in this situation.

This raises the question of how to draw the boundary around those entitled to the “justice” of having their losses compensated. In other words, we need to consider whether the range of events for which people are compensated should be expanded beyond the victims of the September 11th attacks to include victims of other foreign terrorist actions on American citizens and military, other domestic terrorist actions such as the Oklahoma City bombing, or even other worthy or noble deaths, such as people who have died while rescuing or trying to
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rescue others. Or perhaps criterion need to be narrowed to exclude some or all of those currently in the Fund. Psychologists have talked about this issue in terms of defining the scope of justice—the domain of those entitled to the application of justice norms.\textsuperscript{80}

Although defining the domain of those entitled to compensation is not a key issue within the Fund, the establishment of the Fund, and public dissatisfaction with it, are bound up in issues of inclusion and exclusion. Victims of other disasters and terrorist acts have raised questions about why they are excluded from compensation.\textsuperscript{81} In the future, clearly defining the boundaries of compensation is likely to be a major issue for government. It seems likely that future disasters or terrorist acts will be followed by efforts to argue based upon principles of distributive fairness that victims and their dependents are as entitled to compensation as were those associated with the September 11th attack.

Within those “entitled,” a class clearly defined by Congress in the case of the September 11th attack, the question is which justice principles should apply: need, equality, equity, or others? In fact, if the Fund was intended by Congress to replace the tort system and protect the airlines from lawsuits, we would argue it should be viewed as an alternative to the tort system. As a replacement for a tort lawsuit, we might expect equity to apply, and to involve taking projected lifetime earnings into account. So, the Fund takes into account “economic losses” for “the loss of earnings or other benefits related to employment, medical expense loss, replacement-service loss, loss due to death, burial costs and loss of business or employment opportunities.”\textsuperscript{82} In other words, the Fund might be viewed as compensating for financial loss, as would occur in tort law.

However, there is a strong governmental aid aspect to the plan, which is after all a government assistance program, suggesting the use of the principle of equality (equal status and rights). When the Fund seeks to compensate for noneconomic losses, such as emotional pain and suffering, it is hard to see why one person’s pain is worth more than another’s. We argue that not using equality seems to suggest that the government views some lives as more valuable than others—a violation of the fundamental principle of communities that everyone is equally entitled to status and rights, irrespective of economic position. It is unclear how the government decides how much one person’s life is worth, and why one citizen is worth more than another citizen. (Or,
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for that matter, is a citizen worth more than a victim who is not a citizen?)

It is this aspect of compensation that is normally minimized by managing tort compensation through the legal system. In tort law, people seek to compensate for financial damages, linking compensation to the number and amount of damages. From that perspective, the death of those who would have earned more is a more damaging event—the loss is greater. Hence, from a tort perspective, not all lives are worth the same, while from a political perspective, everyone is equally entitled to government help.

The disaster relief aspect of the plan also links it to another principle of distributive justice—need. In other words, the Fund is also a social welfare fund. When agencies, such as the Red Cross, dispense services following a disaster, for example, they typically provide food, clothing, and shelter to those who are in need. There are a number of social welfare funds, such as "welfare," supported by the government to provide funds to various groups in our society who meet principles of "need." Like equity, this use of the need principle legitimizes the unequal provision of resources across those impacted by the tragedy. However, in this case, the principle justifying unequal treatment is a person's immediate need. A person whose house was destroyed in a hurricane, for example, would receive shelter and food, while someone whose house was not destroyed would only receive food. We suggest that viewing the Fund as "need-based relief" makes sense of the provision that the donations people receive from private organizations should be subtracted from their Fund settlements. Because part of their needs have been met by charities, in other words, people should receive lower levels of compensation from government.

Again, the potential applicability of different principles of distributive justice highlights the central point. Different approaches to those victimized by disaster are linked to different principles of fairness. By failing to articulate a clear principle of fairness by which it would operate, the Fund invited people to interpret its goals in self-serving ways. All that the law says about the purpose of the Fund is as follows: "It is the purpose of this title to provide compensation to any individual (or relatives of a deceased individual) who was physically injured or killed as a result of the terrorist-related aircraft crashes of
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September 11, 2001.” This wording does not communicate what justice principle is the main motive behind the Fund and, thus, creates the risk that people will interpret justice in a self-serving manner.

We argue that discontent with Mr. Feinberg, based on his management of the Fund, could perhaps have been prevented had it been clear from the start what the main distributive justice principle was motivating the creation of the Fund. Further, this would have led victims to be more satisfied with their own settlements, whether they sued or not. The government, in other words, needed to establish and publicly articulate the ethical framework out of which the Fund was to operate. Unfortunately, we argue that it did not do so.

V. PROCEDURAL APPROACHES TO COMPENSATING FOR HARM

A. The Allocation Procedure (i.e., Procedural Justice) is Important

Receiving fair or even favorable compensation, and having some type of moral accounting, are not the only issues that people care about. People are also strongly affected by the fairness of the procedure used to make allocation and culpability decisions.

Fair procedures are especially important when it is difficult to determine is an appropriate compensation for a loss, or when moral responsibility is unclear. In such a situation the only way people have to estimate whether or not the outcome is appropriate is by judging how that outcome was reached (i.e., the procedure).

The Fund lacks many of the procedural features that have been shown to facilitate the willingness to accept decisions made by third-party authorities:

(1) The manner in which the Fund was initially created lacked these features, because there were no hearings or other forums in which people could articulate their views about what type and level of compensation was appropriate. People did not have the opportunity to have input into creating the Fund and establishing its operating principles. Instead, Congress established the Fund in a short period of time without public hearings, and the initial design of the plan did not call for hearings involving the families of victims to discuss how compensation should be determined.

(2) The manner in which the Fund was to be implemented also lacked features such as participation, transparency, and accountability,

that are typically viewed as part of fair procedures.90 Victims' families were not entitled to hearings, nor were the rules of allocation clearly stated. Further, there were no appeal mechanisms.91 Placing most of the authority for implementation in the judgments of one person, no matter how competent or well motivated, does not reflect procedural justice.92

The final psychological perspective on compensation for harm is linked to a person's reactions to the procedures used when deciding how to respond to harm. Here our concern is with efforts to respond to harm by aiding the victims and their families. We want to distinguish this procedural issue from our earlier discussion of procedures for finding the responsible parties for the September 11th tragedy. While this section will focus on determining how to help victims, many of the points we make also apply to the issue of appropriate procedures for determining responsibility for events.

An extensive psychological literature on how legal authorities can gain public acceptance for their decisions exists.93 This research has found that people focus their judgments on the procedures through which compensation decisions are made.94 In other words, people judge the appropriateness of the outcome by assessing the fairness of the procedures by which that outcome is produced.95 This procedural justice effect is distinct from people's reactions to the appropriateness of the compensation outcome itself.96

The procedural justice effect is powerful and widespread.97 It has been found in studies of people's willingness to accept settlements in cases of automobile accidents98 and other civil suits.99 It has also been found in studies of the willingness to accept the policies of regulatory agencies,100 laws, and the decisions of police officers and judges.101
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Across a variety of settings, the fairness of decision-making procedures shapes reactions to decisions.

### B. Weighting Procedures Over Outcomes

Evidence supporting the importance of procedural justice is found in the literature examining the circumstances under which people choose to go to court to seek redress for an injury caused by others, or to overturn a decision made by a judicial authority. The traditional argument is that people seek redress when they think they are likely to be successful. This argument explains people's claiming decisions as rational cost benefit calculations. Interestingly, recent research does not support this instrumental perspective on claiming. E. Allen Lind, J. Greenberg, K.S. Scott, and T.D. Welchans, for example, interviewed employees recently terminated by their companies who filed a formal claim because of the termination. Their analysis showed that estimates of the likelihood of winning had only a small influence on claiming, as did the magnitude of the financial hardship caused by termination. Moral responsibility for the termination—whether it was viewed by the employee as due to his or her own work failures or to unfair actions by management—had no significant influence on claiming. Strikingly, employees were most strongly influenced in their claiming decisions by their judgments of the fairness or unfairness of the termination procedures.

Robert J. Bies and Tom R. Tyler conducted a similar, but less extensive, study using a smaller sample of employees. At the time of the study, the employees were working for their company, but had a recent experience with management about which they might want to file a claim. An examination of correlations indicated that employees were slightly more likely to consider claiming when they thought they might win (r = .09) and when they felt that the decision against which
they are reacting had been an unfair one \((r = .28)\). However, there was a stronger connection between whether they considered claiming and whether they thought the decision-making procedures were unfair \((r = .46)\), whether they felt that they were not treated with respect during the decision-making procedures \((r = .45)\), and whether they did not trust the motives of management \((r = .37)\).

These findings suggest the importance of making decisions in ways that people will view as fair. In the studies above, people's evaluations of the fairness of the procedures used to make decisions shaped their claiming behavior. If people were fired or laid-off, but the procedure involved was a fair one, their likelihood of suing was low. This was true even if they felt that they would win the suit.

Other studies suggest that procedural fairness also shapes the willingness to accept decisions and to follow rules, and influences evaluations of authorities and institutions, commitment to organizations, and a variety of other important social behaviors. The repeated demonstration that people are concerned about the fairness of the procedures by which outcomes are determined, not just what those outcomes are, has several implications.

For example, in cases concerning widespread worker exposure to asbestos, liability for a particular person's injuries is sometimes determined without a hearing, using answers to a questionnaire regarding exposure to asbestos. The courts use this approach to distribute settlements to large groups of victims quickly. However, instead of gratefully receiving their rapid settlements, injured parties have been angered by the denial of their "day in court." In other words, an effort by the judicial system to reform in order to better meet the needs of the public has not been successful due to an inaccurate understanding of what people really want in this situation.

The importance of procedural fairness may seem surprising. This is the case because current thinking about people's satisfaction is largely shaped by the belief that people are motivated primarily by self-inter-
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It is believed, as a consequence, that people are unhappy when they fail to receive favorable outcomes. In the case of taking claims to the courts, for example, it has been assumed that people are discontented when they receive unfavorable verdicts or settlements, when court costs are too high, or when delays in litigation are too long. These assumptions are typical of those which develop from what social psychologists have labeled the "myth of self-interest"—the belief that people are basically motivated by personal gains and losses. The results of studies of the public suggest that the basis of people's actual reactions differs substantially from that which would be predicted by this "self-interested" image of the person.

C. When Do Procedures Matter?

Sometimes the cost of harm is easy to estimate. For example, people may have hospital bills or know the exact amount of income they have lost. However, the degree of subjective harm is often more ambiguous. For example, how much harm is involved in the "pain and suffering" associated with an illness? Or what is the amount of harm caused by the loss of an arm or of a life? In such situations, estimates of the equitable amount of compensation for an injury are very subjective and, therefore, a social judgment. As is true with evaluations of responsibility for an injury, such judgments are shaped by social values dictating which standards of fairness are applicable and by factors that shape the nature of the subjective comparisons people make. Hence, people are influenced by the manner in which the problem is framed. The fairness of a decision-making procedure is especially relevant when it is difficult to determine what is an appropriate compensation for a loss because the only way people have to estimate whether or not their outcome is fair is by judging how that outcome was reached.

Procedures are also important when there are differences among people regarding the "value" of the harm to the victim. In this situation, people may have a clear sense of how much harm has occurred, but people differ in their estimates of the value of the harm. Such situations are likely to occur when people's views are influenced by their diverse ideologies and social values. Fair and agreed upon procedures can also help to satisfy different groups of people who have
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varying opinions on what kind of ideology the compensation should be based on—need, equity, or equality, as discussed above.

Psychological research further suggests the particular types of procedures that will enhance the acceptance of decisions. One example is the use of mediation. While legal authorities have criticized informal legal procedures such as mediation, these procedures have been found by psychologists to be very popular among disputants. In fact, civil case mediation has been found to produce a greater willingness to accept decisions than formal trials. Why? Because these procedures are judged to be fair by people who see the opportunity to participate in decisions regarding their own welfare.

**D. The Meaning of Procedural Fairness**

The key to understanding how to design effective procedures is to understand what people mean by a “fair” procedure. Studies suggest that four elements of procedures usually influence judgments about fairness. First, whether procedures allow people an opportunity to state their case; second, whether authorities are viewed as neutral (i.e., unbiased), honest, and principled in their decision-making; third, whether the authorities involved are seen as benevolent and caring (i.e., are “trustworthy”); and fourth, whether the people involved are treated with dignity and respect.

**1. Voice/Participation**

People seek fair solutions to problems involving harm. In order for decision-makers to determine what is fair, they need to have as much information as possible about the nature of the harm that has been done. Further, they need to know the concerns of the victims. Victims believe that a fair procedure should allow them as much opportunity as possible to present evidence about the nature of the harm they have suffered and their views about what should be done. For victims to have input, they must be given a chance to participate in the process of deciding how to resolve the harm. In the area of criminal justice, for example, it has been found that victims regard criminal procedures as much fairer when they are allowed to participate by
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describing their experiences and by making arguments about what should be done with the offender.\textsuperscript{128}

2. Neutrality

People recognize that social rules are designed to ensure that all members of society receive reasonable levels of outcomes over time. When dealing with social authorities, people seek evidence that they are not disadvantaged relative to others. For authorities to be viewed as fair, they need to demonstrate evenhandedness or impartiality. They can do so by equal treatment of all; by not allowing their personal values or relationships to influence their actions, and by using objective criteria as a basis for their opinions. All of these actions assure the people who deal with authorities that their decisions are reasonable and ought to be accepted.

3. The Trustworthiness of Authorities

Studies suggest that people are very concerned about their inferences concerning the motives of the authorities responsible for finding appropriate ways to deal with harm. If victims feel that the authorities care about their needs and concerns, and are trying to find fair ways to deal with the harm that has been done, they are much more willing to accept a wide variety of solutions to that harm.\textsuperscript{129}

4. Treatment with Dignity and Respect

One consequence of doing harm to others is to diminish their status within their own eyes and to raise questions about their status in society.\textsuperscript{130} A central function of procedures enacted following victimization is to help restore the status of the victim.\textsuperscript{131} This is done through treatment with dignity and respect. Research suggests that people value respectful treatment by authorities, which enhances their feelings about themselves and their position within society. Conversely, social authorities may seek to diminish the status of harm doers. The judge may, for example, publicly condemn the behavior of a harm doer. Social authorities may take on the role of labeling behavior as morally wrong and shameful to make up for the unwillingness of harm doers to apologize and act contrite. When harm doers refuse to ac-
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knowledge the wrongness of their own conduct, social authorities can take on the role of condemning their behavior in the name of society.  

E. Implications for the Fund

Procedural justice can be expected to play an especially big role in the case of the Fund. As was noted above, people typically have little basis for objectively determining the correct or appropriate compensation for harms. Hence, they will depend heavily on their evaluations of the procedures used by authorities to make such determinations. This is especially true in the case of an event without prior precedent like the September 11th tragedy. If not unique, the events of September 11th were hardly typical, so there is little basis for people to draw on when seeking to develop feelings of entitlement. And, as we have noted, there are multiple principles of justice upon which people might draw. Finally, it is a situation that is very ideological, so there may be differences about what is appropriate or reasonable.

In the case of the attacks of September 11th, the issue of compensation is literally without precedent. As a result, neither legislators nor victims were able to look to prior situations to make an initial determination of how much compensation was appropriate. As discussed in the section on distributive justice, Congress did not solve this matter by clarifying on what distributive justice rules compensation should be based. Hence, it is going to be very difficult for beneficiaries of the Fund to look at their compensation offer and determine whether justice has been done. As a result, people will estimate the fairness of the Fund by looking at the procedures used to distribute the money.

As we noted above, research has shown that a key element of establishing perceptions about the fairness of procedure is allowing people to have input into the process. People want to be able to express their views about what should be done in response to harm, and one way they can do so is by being given the chance to state their preferences for how to resolve the issues posed by the harm. To maximize the value people place on the opportunity to have input, government officials should focus upon several features of the procedure given,
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which can enhance people's feeling that they have experienced a fair procedure. The key from the perspective of gaining acceptance for decisions is that people need to feel that their views were listened to and considered. How can this be done?

First, by allowing people to provide input in their own words. People prefer to have the opportunity to structure their own arguments when making a presentation. This goes against the basic form of filling out standardized forms and applications. A traditional way of addressing this issue is authorities holding town-hall meetings and asking for people's opinions regarding major decisions pending in the community.

Second, by providing feedback that indicates people's preferences were considered and taken into account. This does not mean that people need to feel they have made the decisions. But people do need to feel that their views have been actively considered. Authorities can facilitate such feelings by accounting for their decisions in the respondent's own terms. Hence, they can explain what the respondent's arguments are, how they were considered, and why they could or could not be utilized. It is important to emphasize that such explanations are not simply an opportunity for the decision-makers to explain their reasons for their actions. It is also important to show that the respondent's arguments were carefully considered and, if not used, were rejected on reasonable grounds.

People also want to believe that those authorities with whom they are dealing are neutral and factual in their decision-making. For this reason, evidence of bias or favoritism has very negative implications for judgments about the fairness of decision-making procedures. Authorities typically use transparency—openness about what the rules are and how they are applied—to make clear that neutrality exists.

Further, people want to be treated with dignity and respect and have their rights acknowledged and respected. This involves both interpersonal respect during personal experiences with authorities, and a broader acknowledgement by authorities that people have rights needing respect.

Finally, they want to believe that those authorities with whom they are dealing are benevolent and caring. People want to have trust and confidence in authorities, believe that the authorities have benev-
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volent motives, and understand that the authorities are concerned about the needs of those they serve.

As far as we can see, none of the aforementioned ways of creating perceptions of procedural fairness were utilized when the Fund was initially established. The working principle was for the authority involved (a Special Master) to be generous in amounts of compensation and swift in distributing them.\textsuperscript{140} Calculations were almost exclusively based on tables incorporating age, salary, and marital status of the victim.\textsuperscript{141} Beneficiaries of the Fund were never asked for input and did not get the opportunity to express their feelings, or argue for what they felt was an appropriate compensation for their loved ones.\textsuperscript{142} As a result, there was minimal public input.

People's need for such "voice" became apparent in news reporting that people were including all sorts of memorabilia about their relatives with their completed standardized application to the Fund, even though this information was not relevant to compensation.\textsuperscript{143} People had no input in deciding how and on what distributive rules the Fund should operate; as a result, the second principle of establishing procedural fairness, providing feedback to people about how their concerns were being addressed, could not be fulfilled.

Further, relatives of single and high-earning victims have also questioned the principle of neutral and factual treatment and have raised concerns about the motivations of the Special Master.\textsuperscript{144} Giving such a large amount of discretionary authority to the Special Master, who need not account for or explain how he made decisions, has led to a vagueness concerning the rules that would govern allocations, and raised the suspicion that biases and personal preferences will shape the allocation decisions made. Lacking clear procedures that create transparent decisions, and working in a system in which the Special Master need not explain or account for decisions; mistrust seems inevitable.

It is interesting to compare the creation of the Fund to the decision-making process for rebuilding the World Trade Center site. Even though it might not be entirely fair to compare the sentimental issue of compensating for lives to that of deciding on building plans, the two
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have many things in common. Both are related to the terrorist attacks, are very emotion laden, and involve large amounts of money—a lot of it coming from public funds.

The process of deciding on the building plans for the World Trade Center site has been very open to the public. It has been taken in several steps and has allowed for input by the public along the way. For example, all interested parties were invited early in the process to come to a large public meeting at which they could communicate their views about the future of the World Trade Center site. This large public meeting produced many new ideas and it was made clear that the planners considered and, in some cases, adopted these ideas. In addition, it did a great deal to calm public concerns. People saw that their concerns were listened to and addressed in the planning process; they felt included and involved. In comparison to the Fund, the building site controversy has faded from public attention, and people seem, generally, much more accepting of government efforts to plan future uses for the site.

There are two points at which the public might have had more input into Fund decisions. First, in the design of the Fund itself—here the public had basically no role in shaping the compensation rules or other aspects of the Fund. Many of the problems that developed as a result of the Fund could have potentially been identified and rectified at this initial stage if a procedure, more like the World Trade Center siting procedure, was initially used.

Second, the public could have had more input in individual compensation decisions. Initially, the Fund lacked transparency, because it had no clear rules about how funding decisions would be made. In this case, Mr. Feinberg has made numerous accommodations to this public desire by the implementation of the vague procedures originally created for the Fund, allowing people to have multiple meetings with hearing officers, and considering material people they viewed as relevant to the compensation decision. In other words, in its implementation, the Fund has evolved to include more attention to issues of process.

Of course, the degree to which public input is important is also linked to our prior discussion of the principles by which the Fund will operate. One advantage of equality as a decision rule is that it does not involve as much need for input. 145 If each person, for example, received one million dollars, the money could be dispensed with attention only to determining who deserved it. However, both equity and

need require individualized determinations of compensation, and hence, invite the desire to have input into the decisions being made. It is for just such a reason that it is often argued that equality is the decision rule that can be most easily implemented in these types of settings.146

F. Conclusions About Satisfaction

Our analysis leads to three suggestions to better manage satisfaction with the compensation funds following events similar to the September 11th attack, if and when they occur in the future. First, it is important to articulate clearly what the operating distributive principles are behind the Fund. This is something Congress or the executive branch has to articulate; it involves explaining why the Fund is being created, and the principles of morality or justice that it is supposed to represent. These lead to principles of justice that will govern both the range of recipients and the principles establishing the amounts of compensation that they receive.

Second, people want to feel that the Fund is making decisions using fair procedures. They need opportunities for input into the design of the compensation scheme and, within that scheme, opportunities to discuss their individual needs and concerns with decision-makers. Studies make very clear that people are not primarily interested in the swift delivery of monetary compensation. They seek and find more satisfying procedures that provide them more opportunity for input at all stages. In recent days, more families of victims have met with the Special Master of the Fund, and there are suggestions that these meetings have helped to mitigate negative feelings.147

Finally, it is important to recognize the need for people to be involved in some form of moral accounting. Unlike prior major tragedies and disasters, there was no highly public “fact-finding” following the September 11th attack. As a result, people never had an opportunity to work through their feelings about possible government negligence or inadequacy, nor did they have the chance to examine any possible responsibility of the airlines, the Saudi Arabian government, or other actors. In addition, the direct harm doers were dead by their own deed, and their superiors have been frustratingly difficult to find and put on trial. Hence, people have had little chance for a moral
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reckoning. The strong desire that people feel to have such a reckoning should be incorporated into responses to such events.

G. Why Should We Care About Public Dissatisfaction?

When discussing the Fund, much of the focus of attention has been on public dissatisfaction. We think this misses the larger perspective against which the Fund, like any government program or policy, might be viewed. That perspective is how it influences or shapes the relationship that members of the public have with the government. In this case there are two potentially relevant groups: the families of the victims and the public, more generally.

In both cases, the broader "civics" argument is the same. The government depends heavily on voluntary cooperation from citizens. We want citizens to willingly obey the law, help police fight crime and terrorism, be willing to assume duties, such as fighting in wars, and paying taxes, and generally be engaged in their communities and in the political process. All of these behaviors are shaped by public views about the legitimacy of government and of its policies and actions.

Hence, the effectiveness of legal authorities, law, and government depends upon the widespread belief among its citizens that it is legitimate and entitled to be obeyed. Given this important set of public beliefs, we need to understand how public views about legitimacy—public "trust and confidence"—are created and maintained. If we understand the conditions under which supportive public values, such as legitimacy, play an important role in shaping public views, we can understand how to build a law-abiding society in which people take the
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personal responsibility and obligation to be good citizens onto themselves.\textsuperscript{155}

One factor that influences legitimacy is public reaction to government policies, leading the impact of such policies on public views about government to be a key concern in the long-term effort to create and maintain public support for the law, legal authorities and institutions, and for the government more generally. While we have outlined three potentially important issues—moral accountability, distributive justice, and procedural justice—each of which might influence public views about the legitimacy of the government, studies consistently find that the key antecedent of assessments of the legitimacy of government—whether Congress, the United States Supreme Court, the policy, or the law—is judgments about the fairness of the procedures the government uses to exercise governmental authority.\textsuperscript{156}

For example, while both distributive and procedural justice are found to shape people's satisfaction with their outcomes when they are dealing with legal authorities,\textsuperscript{157} it is the procedural justice of government actions that generalizes to shape views about law and government.\textsuperscript{158} Hence, when it makes policies, the government needs to be sensitive not only to the objective quality of those policies, but also to how their creation and implementation is viewed by the public.

The importance of procedural justice among those with personal experiences with legal authorities is illustrated in the study of Tom R. Tyler and Yuen Huo.\textsuperscript{159} This study explored the factors shaping people's willingness to accept decisions made by police officers and judges during personal encounters in which those being interviewed had been involved. The study found that both the people's judgments that authorities behaved in procedurally fair ways, and acted out of trustworthy motives, strongly shaped their willingness to accept the decisions made, as well as their evaluations of the authorities involved. Both procedural justice and trust, in turn, were shaped by evaluations of the quality of decision-making and the quality of interpersonal treatment. Of the two, it is the quality of interpersonal treatment that is found to
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be the most important. These findings are consistent with prior proce-
dural justice results, and support the argument that people's reactions
to their personal experiences with legal authorities are primarily a re-
taction to the procedures by which those authorities exercise their
authority.

In the case of the larger public, studies of how the public generally
evaluates legal institutions suggest a very similar conclusion.160 People
focus on their views about how the courts and the police exercise
their authority—whether they make decisions in fair ways and
whether they treat people respectfully. Hence, again, the implica-
tions of the Fund for the general public are likely to flow out of the
way people view the Fund's exercise of its authority.

The need to be viewed as exercising authority fairly is especially
important in situations in which people are suspicious about the gov-
ernment and its leaders. We live in an era of generally low trust in
government.161 Further, it is clear from the public comments made
about the Fund that people were broadly skeptical about the motives
of government authorities, and about their possible negligence in the
original attack on the World Trade Center. Hence, there was both
general mistrust and mistrust about the particular event at issue.
Under these circumstances, as we have already outlined, it is espe-
cially crucial that the government address issues of trust and credibil-
ity, as well as manage the immediate problem being handled. To do
so, the government needs not only to be fair, but to be seen as being
fair. This involves using transparent procedures for creating and im-
plementing the compensation funds.

In this instance, the government lost an opportunity to build public
support for the law and the government, in addition to resolving the
immediate issue of compensating victims. With the families of the vic-
tims, the Special Master has been making efforts to manage these is-
 issues by adding procedural elements to his implementation of the
Fund, as we have already noted. These efforts will, no doubt, mitigate
some of the negative feelings among those who choose to participate.

Those who choose not to participate may be too mistrustful and
suspicious to be brought into the Fund at this time. This is the group
that might have been brought in had the government used procedures,
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such as those used in the case of World Trade Center siting "community meetings," to involve them in the initial decisions about how the Fund should be constituted. For this group, the opportunity to strengthen allegiance to law and government may have disappeared.

Finally, for the public more generally, the creation and implementation of the Fund is more abstract. But, like many other public events, it shapes people's orientation toward government and their civic behavior. How is the Fund likely to shape those views? Primarily through the image of procedural fairness that the Fund communicates. In the case of legal authorities, for example, it is clear that those who observe what they view as unfair procedures on the part of legal authorities, procedures such as harassment or profiling, view law and government as less legitimate, even when those procedures do not impact them personally. For example, the views of white citizens about the extent of racial profiling are strongly linked to judgments about the legitimacy of the law and of legal authorities, as are the views of minority citizens, even though white citizens do not think that they are the targets of profiling. People view government as less legitimate when they view it as engaging in unfair procedures, even when those procedures are directed at other citizens or groups of citizens and do not involve them or the members of their own ethnic group.

Underlying our policy analysis is the view that government depends upon the good will and "buy in" of most of the members of the community most of the time. This means that government authorities must be sensitive to the appearance of fairness, as well as to its reality. It needs to create and implement public policies, whether the September 11th Compensation Fund or police stops, with an awareness of how the public views those policies. Based upon empirical research, it is clear that the public is very ethical in evaluating authorities—judging them against criteria of fairness. In particular, the public is very sensitive to its assessment of whether the authorities are exercising their authority in ways that are fair. Such procedural justice judgments shape the legitimacy of the authorities in the eyes of citizens, and influence whether people cooperate with authorities.

The entire era in which we are living, of course, is a long "emergency," as we battle terrorism at home and abroad. Is it the case that
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these special circumstances change the dynamics of the relationship between citizens and the state? We would argue that, in these troubled times, the government is, more than ever, dependent on the good will and cooperation of its citizens, who are being asked to endure hardships and face risks as we battle to defeat terrorism.

In particular, terrorism depends for its success on finding support and safe havens within communities in the general population. The government needs the active cooperation of the members of these vulnerable, and potentially stigmatized, minority groups to identify and capture terrorists. Hence, it is more important than ever that all citizens, whatever their background and history in America, feel loyal toward American society and its institutions. We would suggest that this is a time when the government must both be and be seen to be exercising authority fairly.